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Increases in Greenhouse Gases
The current concentrations of key greenhouse gases, 

and their rates of change, are unprecedented.

Carbon dioxide Methane Nitrous Oxide



The World Has Warmed

Globally averaged, the planet is about 0.75°C warmer than it was in 1860, based 
upon dozens of high-quality long records using thermometers worldwide, including 
land and ocean.

Eleven of the last 12 years are among 12 warmest since 1850 in the global 
average.



Increasing Confidence in the Science 
Based on Statements in the IPCC Reports 

•IPCC 1990: The observed increase [in temperatures] could be 
largely due to natural variability; alternatively this variability and

th d f t ld h ff t till l dother man-made factors could have offset a still larger man-made 
greenhouse warming.

IPCC 1995 Th b l f id t di ibl h•IPCC 1995: The balance of evidence suggests a discernible human
influence on global climate. 

•IPCC 2001: There is new and stronger evidence that most of the•IPCC 2001: There is new and stronger evidence that most of the 
warming observed over the last 50 years is due to human 
activities.

•IPCC 2007:  Most of the observed increase in global temperatures 
since the mid-20th century is very likely (90%) due to the observed increase
in greenhouse gas concentrations. Discernible human influences include 
ocean warming, continental-average temperatures, temperature extremes
and wind patterns.



Summary of Observed Climate Changes

• “At continental, regional, & ocean basin 
l l t h iscales, numerous long-term changes in 

climate have been observed--in Arctic 
t t i id d h itemperatures, ice, widespread changes in 
precipitation amounts, ocean salinity, wind 

tt & t f t thpatterns & aspects of extreme weather 
including droughts, heavy precipitation, heat 

& th i t it f t i l l ”waves, & the intensity of tropical cyclones.”

IPCC 2007IPCC, 2007



F t Cli tFuture Climate



Uncertainties about
F t Cli tFuture Climate

• The future trajectory of  emissions of greenhouse gases j y g g
(based on uncertainties about how the world will develop 
economically, socially, politically, technologically) 

Explored through the development of scenarios of future world– Explored through the development of  scenarios of  future world 
development 

• How the climate system responds to  increasing  
greenhouse gases. 
– Explored through use of climate models– Explored through use of  climate models 
– Spatial scale at which climate models are run is an additional 

source of uncertainty 



IPCC, 2001



Concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere



The Climate SystemThe Climate System

How do we simulate this?How do we simulate this?



Computer models match observed ∆T on all continents 

IPCC AR4 WG1 SPM, 2007

Black lines are decadally averaged observations.  Blue bands are computer models with 
natural forcings only.  Pink bands are computer models with human + natural forcings.

IPCC AR4 WG1 SPM, 2007



The Future
Warming will increase if GHG increase If GHG were kept fixed atWarming will increase if GHG increase.   If GHG were kept fixed at 
current levels, a committed 0.6°C of further warming would be 
expected by 2100.   More warming would accompany more emission.

CO2 E

3.4oC = 6.1oF

CO2 Eq

850
2.8oC = 5.0oF

600
1.8oC = 3.2oF

400C 4000.6oC = 1.0oF



Wh t t d ith t i tiWhat to do with uncertainties we 
can’t readily quantify y q y

I l t k l d f h i l• Incomplete knowledge of physical 
processes

• Model structure (including important 
feedbacks within the climate system)

• Catastrophic extreme events - e.g., 
collapse of the Greenland Ice Sheet  p



Why  quantification of 
uncertainty is important 

• Because the uncertainties are not goingBecause the uncertainties are not going 
away any time soon  

• Because we need to make decisions• Because we need to make decisions 
under conditions of uncertainty 
B d• Because many resource managers need 
this information (but doesn’t have to be 

b bili ti i f ti bprobabilistic information – can be a range 
of scenarios)



North American Projections
(end of 21st century, 

assuming A1B scenario)g )

• Based on 21 model results – expert 
judgment of model results 

• Always note model limitations (e.g., coarse y ( g
spatial resolution of models, ~ 2 deg.) 



Temperature  and precipitation changes with model agreement
(2080-2099 minus 1980-1999)  A1B Scenario



Global Model Change in 
Precipitation - Summer 



Global Model Change in 
Precipitation - Summer



Quantification of Uncertainty 
in Probabilistic Terms



Reasons for Uncertainty Research 
E l iExplosion

• Developments in climate modeling and 
computing more sophisticated ensemblescomputing – more sophisticated ensembles 
and much greater computer power

• Heightened awareness of and involvement of 
stakeholders (i.e., decision makers) 

• Enhanced interdisciplinarity (e.g., with 
i i i )statisticians)



In the absence of climate mitigation e abse ce o c a e ga o
policies, the 90% confidence interval for 
1990 to 2100 warming is 1.7° to 4.9° Cg

Wigley and Raper, Science 2001

Si il l l ti b W b t t lSimilar calculation by Webster et al., 
(2001) gives a 90% confidence interval 
f 1 1° t 4 5° Cof 1.1° to 4.5° C



Approaching the Scale Where 
P l LiPeople Live 

R i l l b biliti• Regional scale probabilities
• Multi-model ensembles  (21 models)



Probabilistic Information on Climate Change - Aspen

Tebaldi, 
2006



But PDFs are no better than 
th i d l i titheir underlying assumptions

Most of the papers are  
idi l fproviding examples of 

methods development notmethods development, not 
useable forecasts



Uncertainty due to Spatial 
Scale of Climate Simulations 

Dynamical Downscaling



• What about higher resolution information 
b t li t h ?about climate change? 

• Global models run at  about 200 km 
spatial resolution - what resolution do we 
need for other purposes 

• How to balance the desire for higher 
resolution with the other major j
uncertainties (future emissions,  general 
response of climate system). y )



Global Climate Models

Regional models



But, once we have more regional 
detail, what difference does it make in 
any given impacts/adaptation 
assessment?

What is the added value?What is the added value?  

Do we have more confidence in the 
more detailed results?



What high res is really good forWhat high res is really good for
• In certain specific contexts, provides 

insights on realistic climate response to 
high resolution forcing (e.g. mountains)

• For coupling climate models to other 
models that require high resolution (e.g. q g ( g
air quality models – for air pollution 
studies) )

• Can act as go-between between bottom-
up and top-down approaches to IAVup and top down approaches to IAV 
research (e.g., urban heat wave studies) 



Regional Modeling StrategyRegional Modeling Strategy

Nested regional modeling techniqueNested regional modeling technique 
• Global model provides: 

– initial conditions – soil moisture, sea surfaceinitial conditions soil  moisture, sea surface 
temperatures, sea ice  

– lateral meteorological conditions (temperature, 
h idit ) 6 8 hpressure, humidity) every 6-8 hours.

– Large scale response to forcing (100s kms)
• Regional model provides finer scale (10s km)• Regional  model provides finer scale (10s km) 

response 



The North American Regional Climate Change Assessment 
Program (NARCCAP)

•Explores multiple uncertainties in regional

www.narccap.ucar.edu

•Explores  multiple uncertainties in regional 
and global climate model  projections
4  global climate models  x  6 regional climate models   

Develops multiple high resolution regional (50• Develops multiple high resolution regional (50 
km) climate scenarios for use in impacts  and 
adaptation assessments

•Evaluates regional model performance  to establish  
credibility of  individual simulations for the future 

•Participants:  Iowa State,  PNNL,  LNNL,  UC Santa Cruz,  Ouranos
(Canada), UK Hadley Centre, NCAR 

• Initiated in 2006, funded by NOAA-OGP, NSF,  DOE, USEPA-ORD  
– 4-year program 



NARCCAP DomainNARCCAP Domain



Change in Summer Precip
UK Models 



Change in Summer Precip
C di M d lCanadian Models



Scenarios for Gunnison
• Moderate scenario:  2.5 ºC (4.5 ºF) 

change in temperature no change inchange in temperature,  no change in 
precipitation (annual scale) 

S l h t t 2 (3 6F)– Seasonal changes:  temperature:  2 (3.6F),  
2.5,  3 (5.4F), 2.5  winter, spring, summer, fall  
Seasonal changes precipitation: +15% 12– Seasonal changes precipitation:  +15%, -12, -
-15, +4 winter, spring, summer, fall  

More extreme scenario: 3ºC (5 4 ºF) 10%• More extreme scenario: 3ºC (5.4 ºF), -10% 
– Seasonal temperature changes:  3, 3, 4, 3 for 

winter spring summer fallwinter, spring, summer, fall 
– Seasonal precip changes:  0, -15, -20, -10 



Gunnison BasinGunnison Basin



Temperature Sample 
scenario from 
one RCM Current and Futureone RCM



Annual Precipitation 
Current and Future 

Total In

14.6

21.9

7.3



Temperature 
Seasonal Changes 



Precipitation 
Seasonal Changes



Characterizing  and 
Communicating versusCommunicating versus 
Reducing Uncertainty g y

Different parts of the climate change problem 
are in different states of characterization ofare in different states of characterization of 
the relevant uncertainties. 

– e.g.,  Climate model sensitivity - 1.5 - 4.5 deg. -
uncertainties well enough known to work on 
uncertainty reduction?uncertainty reduction?

– Future Emissions of GHGs - Unlikely to be 
reduced?  (The reflexivity problem)



Do we need to reduceDo we need to reduce 
uncertainty in order to make 

decisions about climate 
change?change?

Is it sometimes true that there is too much uncertainty y
about a factor  (e.g., degree of climate change)  to 
make any decisions? 



What is the danger of false certainty?




